WHAT IS OCCIDENTAL?

The International Auxiliary Language Occidental is the life-work of the Estonian scientist E. de Wahl. It was published in 1922 in the journal Kosmoglott, but until 1928 no serious propaganda was attempted outside interlinguistic circles.

The main distinction between Occidental and the Esperanto Ido type of language is that Occidental avoids the arbitrary
mechanical system of these languages. It is based upon the maximum of internationality in vocabulary, derivatives and grammar. The result is a language far nearer to the great cultural European languages and intelligible almost at sight to any educated European or American.

Yet at the same time, Occidental does not sacrifice regularity.

For fuller particulars, read the brochure OCCIDENTAL, the Language of International Words.

Ad, Post Free

COSMOGLOTTA
Official Organ of the Occidental Union
Bimonthly. Wholly in Occidental
Two Shillings per annum

HELVETIA
Bimonthly Illustrated Bulletin of the Swiss Association for Occidental
Two Shillings per Annum
Specimens Free

Correspondentie
Sr. A. Hubbard, 98 Cromwell Rd, Grimsby, vole. corresp. pri Langue, Literatur, Musica, Religion (de atheist vis-puncta).
Under the title of

OVRE

the well-known Occidentalist Prof. Pásma is publishing in bimonthly parts a series of stories, essays etc. in Occidental.

Part One, now ready, contains

Rolland: "Europa e Asia
Belmont: U es mi Hem?

Annual Subscription 1/7d. per the B.O.S.

A v i s e

Yo espera que nor foren letores ne va colerar pro que tici numeró es in angles: su scope es propagatori.

Li proxim numeró va esser redactet in Esperanto. It va offrir un response a nor criticantes.

Extra exemplares recivibil gratuitmen.

AN OPINION

Occidental is certainly a better language than Esperanto. I studied the latter many years and obtained the B.E.A. diploma with honours, but I still cannot write it easily. It is too artificial, too rigid and unnatural.

To anyone acquainted with Latin languages the deformation of words in Esperanto is painful.

... In a word, Esperanto was good but Occidental is better.

-A. Hubbard

Occidental is not just a project!

Two years of propaganda have created a live movement with centres in twenty countries.
LITERATURE

The following selection of Literature is always in stock. All post free.

Occidental Course 6d.
English Key 2d.
Manual de Conversation 4d.
Radicarium (Occ.-Eng. Dict.) 3/0
Occidental, die Weltsprache 8/0

To anyone with some knowledge of German this book will be of very great value. It contains much interesting reading as well as a complete Course and Dictionaries.

Nationalism in Occidente and Pan Europen Manifest ea. 9d.

Support our Literature!

Gazettes Recivet

Cosmoglotta, Jan./Feb.

Quam sempre, nor cardinal revúe es plen de interesse. Omni seriosi interlinguist deve leer it.

Mikra Buletino, Marte

Un interessant revuette in Ido.

Tolero, Experimental Revuo Mondlingual


Communicationes, Marte/April.

Per Comm. noi joya apprender que li meritosi mundlinguist .J. Weisbart recomensa su labores, por li L. I
Every friend of Occidental should join

The British Occidental Society

Hon. Secretary; Eric Biddle
18, Meadows Lane, Chester.

Annual Subscriptions

Simple Membership, including Inter Nos and monthly typewritten Bulletin. 1.0

As above and Cosmoglotta 3.0

Including Helvetia 5.0

Including Ovre 6.6

Don't hesitate - join!